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Madame Chair, 

I would like everyone to lake a deep breath and concentrate because what 1 am about to tell you is 
very important. ] will, on behalf  of  Indigenous youth, talk about some of  the struggles we face. 

Young people of  today, regardless or cultural background or geographical location, are born into a 
situation very much dilTcrcnt from  that of  the generation before.  During the last ccnturics Ihc world 
has, in otic way, bccomc smaller, Improved communication and transportation systems have 
decreased distances. 

On the other hand, the world has become much bigger. Because of  the great flow  of  information,  we 
face  a vast arena of  ideas, values, ideals, philosophies, role models, religions etc. The youth of  today 
arc subject to many influences  when deciding how lo live our lives. The question of  who I atu 
becomes a difficult  one but needs to be answered in order to develop a healthy personality. A positive 
self-image  is essential foT  the physical, mental, emotional and spiritual well-being.Yet, Indigenous 
youth are advantaged in the way that we have a sense of  belonging. Our roots are strong while many 
other youth feel  rootless. 

Al the same time as the pressure from  modern society is enormous, we realize that we are the bearers 
of  crucial values and traditions. Indigenous youth of  today are therefore  facing  difficult  choices. 

Sometimes we feel  that the non-indigenous governments and societies define  us indigenous peoples 
and our cultures in a way that we don't recognize as our reality. The fact  that we have learned the 
ways of  the non-indigenous societies often  seems to make governments think that we no longer are 
"indigenous enough" to claim the rights that we should have as the original peoples. We are no 
longer as exlusive and exotic as we used to be. 

The indigenous socicty on Ihc oilier hand, often  expresses the opinion thai Ihc youth arc making Ihc 
wrong choiccs, not keeping the right values, not learning enough about our own history, language, 
traditions etc. We arc gelling the blame for  loosing the culture thai others failed  to pass on. 

Altitudes like these are hard to handle and makes it even more difficult  to exercize the great responsibility we 
have as the bearers of  our heritage, a responsibility that becomes much greater in modern limes compared lo 
before. 



Our heritage also includes centuries of  oppression and unresolved traumas inflicted  by governments, 
religious orders and business interests, traumas that young people as individuals have difficulties  in 
defining  and solving by themselves. Alcohol and other addictions are getting more and more 
common. Youth suicides are increasing becaus? of  problems with identity, loss of  pride and lack of 
support Troni Adults. Others choose lo escape into the mainslream society, saving the unresolved 
traumas to the later generations. 

Inspite of  this pain, indigenous youth have reached a sense of  optimism. What could have been 
aggression and destructive behavior can be a reaction of  constructive actions. The great and very 
difficult  task to combine the two influences,  the traditional and the modern, was chosen as the main 
issue at the 4th World Indigenous Youth Conference,  held in Vålådalen, Sweden in june -96. The 
theme was "Striking a Balance - Old Guides, New Paths." 

We hereby focused  on the importance to find  balance between the old and the present and also 
between our rights and responsibilities. Even if  the Indigenous Peoples are not the initiators of 
bringing alcohol into our societies, we the Indigenous youth took on the responsibility in keeping the 
Conference  alcohol-free. 

We liave not yel formed  an organization. Instead the establishment of  the international network of 
Indigenous youth is developing. The network model, as we see it, is a genuine and traditional way of 
communicating, based on personal relations and without a hierarchy. For this purpose one of  our 
most important tools is the Internet! 

In taking the decisions nessecary, we realize that we need the guidance of  our ancestors. Even if 
many values got lost with generations that already are gone, we believe that it is possible to get in 
contact with this wisdom inside ourselves. Children and youth can possess wisdom that the older 
generation is loo busy, worried or ashamed to make use of.  It takes courage to value the wisdom you 
cany inside. For this we need support, help and trust from  our elders. 

Everyone of  us must realize, that indigenous youth acually are a great resource now, not only as 
future  adults. Today exists a well-recognized need to return to the values and attitudes that are 
friendly  lo the earth, values that all humans used to possess during the times when we used, not 
abused the nature. With one foot  in each society, the indigenous and the non-indigenous, the 
indigenous youth forms  a bridge, connecting the past with the present, being (he synthesis for  (he 
future. 

We demand from  the indigenous societies and our elders to take the time and effort  to teach us our 
traditions so that we can heal the wounds we have inherited. Young people also have the right to 
selfdefinilion.  Support us in our struggle to find  our balance. Help us to regain the pride we deserve. 
Listen to our wisdom. We have a common responsibility to protect and carry on the values well 
worth preserving to the generations to come. 

Madame Chair, we, the youth of  today are the ancestors of  tomorrow. We would like to call on the 
United Nations, through (he Working Group, to recognize and support the initiatives and 
engagements of  the well-needed Indigenous Youth movement. 
By the youth at the Tenth Session of  the WGIP was requested support for  the Indigenous Youth 
Network. Substantial developments have taken place in regards to the network, and we sinccrcly 
hope for  further  serious support and encouragement. 

The few  youths present at this meeting have met and discussed issues that we find  important. Although it 
proved to be fruitful,  we would have hoped to have seen a larger representation of  our generation. 

Madame Chair 

Thank you for  listening to us. Through our participation in this session, we are enabled to lake part 
in striking the balance. We hope (hat you will continue lo give us space. 


